Graduate Council Agenda Meeting  
Wednesday, November 2, 2022  
EHFA 164 or via Zoom at 11:30 am

I. Call to Order
   A. Approval of the meeting minutes October 5, 2022

II. Consent Agenda: Page 3

III. Old Business:
   1) Guest, Olga Shabeka, Associate VP for Budget and Financial Planning
   2) Modified proposal for GC - Letter (draft) to go to HR and Legal for stipends
   3) Modified language for GC membership changes

IV. Chair Report: N/A

V. New Business:

   B. Proposal for change(s) in a Graduate Program: (Form B)

      College of Education and Social Sciences

      1. ID #758 Instructional Technology
         https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/NzU4/
      2. ID #891 Language, Literacy and Culture
         https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/ODkx/

   C. Proposal for a New Graduate Course: (Form C)

      College of Education and Social Sciences

      Teacher Education

      1. ID #833 EDSC 599 – Clinical Field Experience
         https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/ODMz/
College of Humanities and Fine Arts

Languages and Intercultural Studies

1. ID #936 SPAN 510 – Intermediate Medical Spanish
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/OTM2/

2. ID #942 SPAN 511 – Latinx and Latin American Health Issues in the United States
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/OTQy/

3. ID #943 SPAN 512 – Spanish for Social Services Issues
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/OTQz/

4. ID #944 SPAN 513 – Spanish/English Medical Translation and Interpretation Techniques for Healthcare
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/OTQ0/

D. Proposal for a New Graduate Program: (Form D)

College of Humanities and Fine Arts

Languages and Intercultural Studies

1. ID #939 – Certificate in Spanish for Health Professions and Social Services Issues
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/OTM5/
A. Form A: Proposal(s) for Revision to Graduate Courses

**College of Education and Social Sciences**

**Educational Studies**

1. ID #900 EDLL 605 - Organization, Administration and Supervision of the School Reading Program
   [https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/OTAw/](https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/OTAw/)

2. ID #901 EDLL 620 – Literacy Assessment and Instruction for Diverse Populations
   [https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/OTAx/](https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/OTAx/)

3. ID #903 EDLL 621 – Developing Literacy Teacher-Leaders within School Communities
   [https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/OTAz/](https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/OTAz/)

4. ID #904 – EDLL 622 – Action Research in Literacy Coaching
   [https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/OTA0/](https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/OTA0/)